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The Spanish government has condemned a reggae
festival’s decision to boot a Jewish American singer
from the line-up after he declined to state his posi-

tion on a Palestinian state. Matisyahu, who fuses reggae
and hip-hop with Jewish influences in his songs, had been
due to perform at the weeklong Rototom SunSplash festi-
val, one of Europe’s largest reggae festivals, in Benicassim
in eastern Spain on Saturday. But a local branch of the pro-
Palestinian Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS)
movement campaigned against the performance, accusing
Matisyahu of being anti-Palestinian and a “Zionist” who
supports the practice of “apartheid and ethnic cleansing”.

Festival organizers then asked the singer to declare if he
was in favor of a Palestinian state and when they got no
reply they cancelled his show, sparking an outcry from
Jewish groups and the Israeli embassy in Spain. Spain’s for-
eign ministry late on Tuesday condemned the move by the

festival and reiterated Madrid’s opposition to boycott cam-
paigns against Israel. “Demanding a public declaration only
from him is a way of acting that violates his conscience
and, if it was decided based on Matisyahu’s Jewish identity,
puts into question the principle of non-discrimination,” it
said in a statement.

Matisyahu-whose real name is Matthew Miller-has
appeared on stage wearing traditional Orthodox Jewish
clothing, although in his latest album he lost his beard and
his ultra-Orthodox trappings. On his Facebook page he
said the decision to cancel his show was “appalling” and
said his music “speaks for itself, and I do not insert politics
into my music.” “The festival organizers contacted me
because they were getting pressure from the BDS move-
ment. They wanted me to write a letter, or make a video,
stating my positions on Zionism and the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict to pacify the BDS people,” he said.

“No artist deserves to be put in such a situation simply
to perform his or her art. Regardless of race, creed, country,
cultural background, etc, my goal is to play music for all
people.” Festival organizers also took to Facebook, denying
that they had cowed to the boycott movement. “We did
not say no to Matisyahu because he has Hebrew roots or as
a Zionist, but we just simply considered inappropriate
organizing something that would certainly generate a con-
flict,” they said.—AFP

Spain condemns reggae 
festival’s axing of Jewish singer

US Jewish singer Matisyahu per-
forming during the official open-

ing ceremony of the 14th
European Maccabi Games at

Berlin’s Waldbuehne open-air
stage in Berlin. — AFP 

Richie named
2016 MusiCares

person of the year

Following in the footsteps of Babs, McCartney and Dylan,
Lionel Richie will be honored as the 2016 MusiCares Person
of the Year. The annual benefit gala dinner and concert-this

year’s event, on Feb. 13, marks the 26th-is one of the highlights
of Grammy week, with proceeds going to MusiCares, which
assists musicians in need. Last year’s event, honoring Bob Dylan,
raised a record $7 million for the non-profit organization.

Richie, a four-time Grammy-winning singer-songwriter who
rose to fame as a member of the Commodores and whose hits
include “Three Times A Lady,” “Easy” and “All Night Long (All
Night),” is being recognized for his “significant creative accom-
plishments as well as his career-spanning charitable work,”
according to the Recording Academy. Richie’s philanthropic
endeavors include support for AIDS, human rights, famine,
poverty, human trafficking and women’s issues. In 1985 he co-
wrote the pioneering anthem “We Are the World” to benefit
African famine relief, selling more than 20 million copies. His
charity work also extends to the Breast Cancer Research
Foundation, City of Hope, Muhammad Ali Parkinson Center and
UNICEF, among others. “Lionel’s artistry is a genuine blend of
emotional connection and poignant lyricism, and we look for-
ward to a truly magical evening that will highlight his astonish-
ing and inspiring body of work,” said Bill Silva, chair of the
MusiCares Foundation Board, in a statement. “This is the highest
honor in our music business because it means you have a
career,” added Richie via the Recording Academy. “You’ve sur-
vived the journey, if you will. The people who have been there
defy categories. When you say Barbra Streisand, Bob Dylan and
Paul McCartney-are you kidding me? When I got in this business
I wanted to be like them.”— Reuters

Kip Moore explores
gray areas on 
‘Wild Ones’

Of all the backward-ball cap-wearing male
country singers, Kip Moore takes the dirt
road less traveled. The songs on his debut

album tended to search his soul. But on “Wild
Ones,” Moore occasionally explores gray areas.
The song “I’m to Blame” features a guy who regu-
larly makes bad choices - an alternative to the
confident chest-beating so common in contem-
porary country music. The mid-tempo “Comeback
Kid” is as subtly dramatic as a good Bruce
Springsteen ballad, and “That’s All Right With Me”
advances a loopy, laid-back vibe reminiscent of
Joe Walsh’s stoner anthems.

Too often, though, Moore retreads cliched
themes. He links drinking and staying up late with
being wild and reduces love songs to creepy sex-
ual come-ons. “Come and Get It” and “What You
Got on Tonight” both deliver the title lines over
the phone to a lover - sentiments that were
creepy even before Internet chatrooms. Musically,
the album consistently serves up clever roots-
rock riffs and rhythms that separate Moore from
the rock-meets-rap focus of his Nashville peers. If
more of the lyrics matched the best efforts here,
“Wild Ones” would be a triumph. Instead, it’s an
album ripe for cherry-picked downloads. — AP

Lionel Richie per forms on the Pyramid stage at
Glastonbury music festival on Worthy Farm, Glastonbury,
England. — AP

The likably awkward chemistry of Kristen Stewart and Jesse
Eisenberg remains intact in “American Ultra,” a violent
stoner action-comedy that’s half “Pineapple Express,” half

“The Bourne Identity,” and not as good as either. Stewart and
Eisenberg, who starred together in the splendidly low-key sum-
mer comedy “Adventureland,” again come together as an
appealing, mutually mop-headed tandem that matches
Eisenberg’s stuttering unease with Stewart’s deadpan cool.
They play a flannel-wearing West Virginia couple, Mike and
Phoebe, happy together despite Mike’s weed habit, perpetual
apologizing and panic attacks from just about anything that
upsets his seemingly innate inertia. Looking at a car that’s
crashed into a tree, he wonders to Phoebe, placating and
devoted, if he’s the tree and she’s the car.

Secret agent
The small-town, low-stakes drama of “American Ultra” is con-

vincing in the beginning, thanks to the two stars. But it’s a set-
up. Unbeknownst to Mike, a convenience store clerk, he’s an
elite killing machine trained by the CIA, a decommissioned gov-
ernment experiment. Few in the movies would be a more
unlikely secret agent than Eisenberg. Did the program include
Michael Cera? Was Woody Allen in charge? Switching to
Langley, the film, directed by Nima Nourizadeh (“Project X”) and
written by Max Landis (“Chronicle”), fills in the backstory. A
petulant young agent (Topher Grace) has risen in the ranks and
now wants to eliminate evidence of the experiment that gave
Mike his secret talents, overseen by Connie Britton’s more sym-
pathetic Victoria Lasseter.

To prevent her former student’s death, she sneaks to the
convenience store and activates Mike with a few code words.
When a handful of thugs come to kill him, Mike is astounded to
find himself expertly stabbing one with a spoon. Afterward, he
cowers behind a lamppost, looking at the bloody wreckage: “I
have, like, a lot of anxiety about this,” he tells Phoebe. 

Character development
Much mayhem ensues, surprisingly violent and cartoonish

in its extremes. The small town comes entirely under siege.
“American Ultra” is a stoner’s paranoia come to life. A toothless
Walter Goggins joins the strong ensemble as the nuttiest of the
CIA’s small army, along with John Leguizamo as a local drug
dealer. The assembled talent could use more character develop-
ment and a little more wit in place of the sadistic, fun-draining
comic-book action scenes that increasingly co-opts the come-
dy, which is too dependent on the eventually tiresome joke of
Eisenberg as action hero. 

But “American Ultra” has its simple genre charms, thanks sig-
nificantly to its entertaining cast and leading pair. Stewart, in
particular, looks like she’s punching below her weight class. As if
often the case, Stewart’s the best thing in the movie. And she
and Eisenberg remain lazy losers we can love, Bonnie and Clyde
for a more laid-back generation. “American Ultra,” a Lionsgate
release, is rated R by the Motion Picture Association of America
for “strong bloody violence, language throughout, drug use and
some sexual content.” Running time: 96 minutes. Two and a half
stars out of four. — AP

A stoner who can smoke
‘em down in ‘American Ultra’

Jesse Eisenberg, from left, Kristen Stewart, Connie Britton, Topher Grace, Tony Hale and John Leguizamo arrive at the
Los Angeles premiere of ‘American Ultra’ at the Ace Hotel.

In this image released by Lionsgate, Jesse Eisenberg, left,
and Kristen Stewart appear in a scene from ‘American
Ultra.’ — AP photos

Bud Yorkin, director of influential 1970s TV shows including
“All In The Family,” “Maude,” “The Jeffersons,” “Sanford and
Sons” and “Diff’rent Strokes,” died August 18 of natural caus-

es at his home in the Bel Air neighborhood of Los Angeles. He was
89.  Yorkin played a pivotal role in developing some of the most
popular series of the 1970s in partnership with Norman Lear at
Tandem Productions. He was nominated for three Emmys and
worked on TV series that won 25 Emmys and 10 Golden Globes.
His feature film directing credits included “Love Hurts,” “Twice In A
Lifetime,” “Arthur 2: On The Rocks,” “The Thief Who Came To Dinner”
and “Inspector Clouseau.”

After working in the 1950s on numerous award-winning vari-
ety shows, he teamed with writer Lear in 1959 to form Tandem
Productions, and made his film directing debut with “Come Blow
Your Horn” starring Frank Sinatra. Yorkin had previously worked
with Lear on such 1950s variety series as “The Colgate Comedy
Hour” and “The Tennessee Ernie Ford Show.” Lear noted that his
former partner garnered early acclaim as a writer-director, includ-
ing two Emmy Awards for writing and directing the 1959 special
“An Evening with Fred Astaire.” That prestige gave the pair an
advantage when they launched their own shingle the same year.

Initial pilot
“His was the horse we rode in on and I couldn’t love or appreci-

ate him more,” Lear said in a statement. Yorkin’s other films as
director included 1967 satire “Divorce American Style” with Dick
Van Dyke and Debbie Reynolds and 1970 historical spoof “Start
the Revolution Without Me,” starring Gene Wilder, Donald
Sutherland and Orson Welles. Yorkin was also executive producer
of Ridley Scott’s “Blade Runner,” and was involved in sequel which
is in the works for 2016. It was Yorkin who first discovered the
British comedy series “Till Death Do Us Part,” bringing it to the US
with Lear to create “All in the Family” for ABC, which passed on the
initial pilot. After it was recast with Rob Reiner and Sally Struthers,
Yorkin directed the pilot and sold it to CBS. The sitcom became
one of the most influential TV series of all time, and one of the first
to feature characters from diverse backgrounds and controversial
political, sexual and cultural topics.

After ending his partnership with Lear, Yorkin teamed with
Saul Turteltaub and Bernie Orenstein to create Toy Productions,

which produced “What’s Happening,” a teen comedy set in Watts;
and “Carter Country,” a fish-out-of-water comedy starring Victor
French and Kene Holliday as small-town cops. In 1979, Toy
Productions was acquired by Columbia Pictures, the same studio
that would acquire Lear’s Embassy Communications in 1985. In
1973, Yorkin was named “Man of the Year” by the Television
Academy and in 2002, he was inducted into the Television Hall of
Fame.  In 2003, he received the David Susskind Lifetime
Achievement Award in Television from the Producer’s Guild of
America. 

Affinity for comedy
He served as a trustee at Carnegie-Mellon University and

endowed the Bud Yorkin Awards for directing and playwriting stu-
dents, as well as serviing as a trustee of the American Film Institute
from 1981-2009.  Yorkin also founded the AFI Celebrity Golf
Tournament at the Riviera Country Club that raised more than $4
million in support of AFI programs and The Y Classic, which ran for
12 years in support of the Wood River Community YMCA in Sun

Valley, Idaho. Born Alan Yorkin in Washington, Penn, he served in
the army during WWII and graduated Carnegie Mellon on a foot-
ball scholarship. He got his start in television as a camera engineer
at NBC, but discovering an affinity for comedy, he switched to
working as a stage manager and writer for NBC’s “Colgate Comedy
Hour.”

After working as a director on the Martin &amp; Lewis show,
Yorkin went on to direct numerous variety shows for Dinah Shore,
Tennessee Ernie Ford and Fred Astaire. He moved into directing
and producing specials featuring top stars including Danny Kaye,
Jack Benny, Dick Cavett, Bobby Darin, Don Rickles, Carol
Channing, Andy Williams, Robert Young and Duke Ellington. He is
survived by his wife Cynthia Sikes Yorkin, sons David and Michael,
daughters Nicole and Jessica, and four grandchildren. Nicole
Yorkin is a prominent writer-producer and showrunner. — Reuters

Bud Yorkin, ‘All in the Family’ director-producer, dies at 89

In this May 6, 1959 file photo, actor-dancer Fred Astaire,
center, musical director David Rose, left, and Bud Yorkin,
director, pose with a collection of Emmy statuettes at the
annual Emmy Awards in Los Angeles.

This undated photo provided by courtesy of the Yorkin
Family shows, film and television director, producer and
writer, Bud Yorkin. — AP photos

Damon recruits NASA
to simulate life on 

Mars in ‘The Martian’

When Matt Damon needed to play an astronaut
stranded on Mars, he and director Ridley Scott
were able to turn to US space agency NASA to

make the extreme circumstances of “The Martian” as scien-
tifically accurate as possible. “We’re kind of on the cusp of
being able to do everything that happens in the movie,”
Damon told Reuters, speaking of space exploration. “With
the right funding and the right attention, these are the
kinds of things that we will be exploring in the very near
future and this is going to be a part of our kids’ lives.”

“The Martian,” based on Andy Weir’s 2011 novel of the
same name, follows Astronaut Mark Watney (Damon) who
is stranded on Mars after his team, led by actress Jessica
Chastain’s Captain Lewis, presume he is dead in the after-
math of a powerful Martian storm. With no means of com-
municating and the next manned mission to Mars four
years away, Watney tries to survive on the deserted lands
of Mars, using his skills as a botanist to grow food using
Martian soil.

Yesterday, Fox released the second trailer for the film,
which highlighted Watney’s determination to survive on
Mars as well as his dry wit, while unknown to him, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration must
decide whether to try to rescue him. “(Weir) really got this
guy with this great sense of humor, really smart and really
capable guy, but somebody who has that great kind of gal-
lows humor that people who do this kind of work tend to
have,” Damon said.

To mark the release of the trailer, Fox hosted an event
on Tuesday with Damon at NASA and its Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, California, which specializes in
planetary science and launched the Mars Curiosity rover in
2012. Journalists were given tours of the facilities and giv-
en explanations why “The Martian” could reflect how
humans could live on Mars in the near future.

“As soon as Ridley contacted us and we recognized that
he wanted to paint that really accurate picture, it was easy
for us to endorse the movie and then provide whatever
kind of consultation and advice he needed to be able to
execute on it,” said Jim Green, director of NASA’s planetary
science arm. — Reuters


